Abstract. The multigrid method is applied to the numerical solution of elliptic equations on general composite overlapping meshes. Computational results show that good convergence rates are obtained.
These component grids cover a region and overlap where they meet. Functions defined on the composite mesh are matched by interpolation at the overlapping grid boundaries. The problem of generating grids for regions of complicated geometry can be difficult, especially for those grid generation algorithms which attempt to fit a single global grid. With a composite overlapping grid, however, the component grids can be generated almost independently of each other. Each component grid can be stretched and refined with little effect on the other component grids. The numerical solution of PDEs on such grids has been examined by, among others, Starius [10] , [11] , Reyna [9] , Kreiss [8] , Atta and Vadyak [1], Benek et al. [2] , Henshaw [7] and Berger [3] .
The multigrid method is a fast iterative method for the solution of elliptic problems. Multigrid utilizes a sequence of grids of varying degrees of coarseness to accelerate the convergence of the solution on the finest grid. The basic principle rests on the fact that it is possible to obtain iterative procedures (smoothers) for which the high frequency components of the solution converge rapidly. This means that after a few smoothing iterations the part of the solution yet to converge is smooth and hence can be accurately solved for on a coarser grid. Discussions of the multigrid method in general can be found, for example, in Brandt [4] , or Stiiben and Trottenberg [12] . Multigrid on a model composite mesh has been described in Stiiben and Trottenberg [12] and for more general two component meshes in Henshaw [7] .
In the next section we outline the implementation of the multigrid algorithm on fairly general composite meshes. This includes a description of the technique we use to discretize PDEs on overlapping meshes. In 3 numerical results are presented for some test cases. These results show that the good convergence rates expected from multigrid can be obtained on composite meshes. 
BkVk gk.
A point (i,j, k) on an interpolation boundary is interpolated from some other component grid k'. CMPGRD supplies the position (r', s') of the point (i,j, k) on grid k'.
Hence standard interpolation formulae for rectangular grids can be applied:
These equations (2a), (2b) and (2c) will be written as a single linear system:
Av=f.
The vector v of all unknowns will be called a composite mesh function. A is an example of a composite mesh operator, mapping one composite mesh function to another composite mesh function.
The mesh equations (3) can be solved in any number of ways; using multigrid is but one possibility. If there are not too many equations the system can be solved directly. Sparse matrix routines [6] have been used for this purpose. For large systems iterative methods become attractive. Many standard iterative methods are applicable. The matrix is not symmetric, however, so that some schemes do not apply. In general it is best to try and solve all the equations simultaneously, rather than iterating for too long on one component grid. The latter composite smoother requires more interpolations but this extra work is usually small compared to the smoothing operations.
Restriction operators (fine to coarse grid transfer). The defect computed on a given level is transferred to the next coarsest level by the restriction operator R1-2. (The superscript 1--> 2 indicates that this operator maps mesh functions on M to mesh functions on M2.) A typical restriction operator determines the value at points on the coarse grid as some weighted average of the surrounding points on the fine grid. We use the so-called full weighting restriction. The defects in the boundary equations are averaged separately from the defects in the interior equations; boundary defects are averaged along the boundary line. Since the final stage of the smoothing operation involves an interpolation, the defects in the interpolation equations are all zero. Hence no defect need be transferred at these points.
Prolongation operators (coarse to fine grid transfer). The prolongation operator p2-1 maps the coarse grid solution to the fine grid. This mapping usually takes the form of an interpolation. We use second order interpolation. Interpolation boundary values could be corrected as well. However, once all other values have been corrected the interpolation equations can be solved to update the interpolation boundary. It turns out that less overlap is needed on finer meshes for the latter approach.
Choice of parameters and cycle. An important part of the multigrid algorithm is the choice of the parameters /1, /'t2, etc. and the choice of cycle. Cycle is the term used to denote the sequence in which the different levels of grids are traversed. The program dynamically determines the type of cycle and the values for vl and v2 in a manner similar to that described by Brandt [4] . There [7] . Suppose that the amount of overlap goes to zero as the grid is refined. To maintain accuracy, the order of accuracy of the interpolation formulae must be greater than the order of accuracy of the interior formulae. In the results presented here we use second order accurate approximations to the elliptic equations and the amount of overlap is required to be greater than one half a grid line. In this case the interpolation formulae should be third order accurate.
To make the restriction and prolongation operators simple the composite meshes at different multigrid levels are strongly related. For example, interior points on a coarse grid coincide with interior points on finer grids. In Henshaw [7] the coarse grid was generated first and all finer grids were generated by simply doubling the number of grid lines. This gave reasonable results for composite grids with 2 component grids.
However, this method does not immediately generalize to more component grids and it tends to lead to more overlap on the finer grids than is really necessary. Hence the grid construction program CMPGRD was designed explicitly to meet the requirements of the multigrid routine [5] .
Remarks on programming. A computer code for solving problems on composite meshes is somewhat more complicated than a code written for a single grid. One of the major difficulties arises in the handling of all the data which describes the composite grid. We have worked out a scheme for storing the composite grid data in an efficient and flexible manner. Physically, all the data is stored on a single array. Logically, the data is stored in a "directory-tree" fashion. Variables can be stored or accessed by name using utility routines. Arrays can be stored with a minimum of wasted space.
With this storage structure the composite grid data can be easily passed to subroutines. (Fig. 1 ) has 3 levels and Grid 2 ( Fig. 2) has 2 levels. The interpolation points are marked with small circles. Notice that the finer meshes are not simply the coarser meshes with double the number of lines. There is less overlap between component grids on the finer meshes. One restriction associated with composite overlapping grids is illustrated by these figures; for complicated regions the most coarse mesh that can be constructed will still have a substantial number of grid points. 4. Summary. We have given a brief description of a computer code, CGMG, which solves elliptic PDEs on general composite overlapping meshes using the multigrid algorithm. Multigrid meshes can be created using the composite grid construction program CMPGRD. Care has been taken in the grid construction to keep the amount of overlap to a minimum. The multigrid algorithm for composite meshes involves only minor modifications to its standard form. These changes are necessary in order to handle the interpolation points of the overlapping grids. We have shown the results of solving Poisson's equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions on two nontrivial composite meshes. The numerical solutions were shown to be accurate. Convergence rates were obtained which compare favourably with those rates which might be obtained on a more simple grid.
